April-May, 2018

A decentralized ecosystem that connects travellers and service
providers and combines all the functionality needed for safe, comfortable,
and authentic trips - leisure or business. Developed for use on computers,
iOS and Android devices.

The Smart Trip Platform will provide a exceptionally wide range of
services to both travellers and service providers: from airticket sales to
booking jungle treks, from detailed information on local attractions to
finding travel companions. The Smart Trip Platform will be both the
ultimate trip planning tool and a dynamic community, serving as a source
of crowd wisdom. A large array of additional free services - such as a voice
translator, emergency assistance, etc. - will further enhance the user
experience.
Travel business using the platform will be able to promote and sell
their services (be it accommodation, excursions, car rentals, etc.) to a
global audience and have a direct contact with their clients - all this while
paying very low fees.

May-June, 2018
June-July, 2018

Token name: TripCash
Symbol: TASH
Token type: ERC20
Sale target: 3,000,000,000 TASH
Exchange rate: 1 TASH = 0,01 USD

BTC ETH LTC BCH XRP DASH ADA
Global travel industry growth has been outstripping the world’s
GDP growth rate for a few years now and will continue to do so; experts
agree that digital technologies will be the prime mover of this growth. The
Smart Trip Platform will provide a hi-tech and secure solution to many
issues of the travel market, such as high intermediary fees, lack of direct
contact between travellers and service providers, the language barrier,
and the difficulty for small businesses to enter the market.

Will guarantee secure data storage and transparency of all
transactions. A series of smart contracts will ensure instant payments and
efficient conflict resolution. The system will be mostly decentralized and
community-run, with users able to freely add information on attractions
and services, earning rating points in return.
TripCash is the official token of the Smart Trip Platform and will be
used to carry out all internal payments. Users will be able to store both
TripCash and a wide range of cryptocurrencies in their individual
Universal Cryptocurrency Wallet (UCW), instantly exchanging
between them; at a later stage,
Debit Cards (Trip Cash Cards) will be introduced, making it
possible to use TripCash and other cryptocurrencies to make online and
offline purchases.

Up to 30% depending on stage.
Additional discounts up to 20% for larger
contributors.

60% Crowdsale
10% Team &Advisors
10% Early Supporters & Bounty
20% Reserve Fund

